Flexible placement options to connect your customer to their cash

The NCR SelfServ 22e provides the perfect cash dispense solution for any indoor location. Whether in bank branches or in off-premise locations, the intuitively designed NCR SelfServ 22e will attract customers and handle even the highest transaction volumes. At the same time, a compact footprint provides maximum placement flexibility where floor space is at a premium.

- **Redefined availability**
  Real availability is about delivering the transactions that consumers want, where and when they need them. With its compact footprint and reliable dispenser technology, NCR SelfServ 22e can be deployed in more locations where space is at a premium or queues are long—successfully serving more customers.

- **Informed manageability**
  NCR SelfServ 22e provides best-in-class data for network management with NCR’s next-generation management system APTRA™ Vision. Clear visibility to configurations, software versions and the activity levels of each module results in more accurate, timely management decisions and operational excellence.

- **Committed responsibility**
  Low-energy LED lighting, fixed length receipts and a low-power, high-performance core processor are just some of the ways we’ve reduced the carbon footprint of NCR SelfServ 22e, making it a valuable asset in achieving the environmental goals for your business.

- **Intuitive usability**
  NCR SelfServ 22e has been designed to ensure that consumers and branch staff become experts after their very first use, resulting in better consumer satisfaction, operational efficiency and staff productivity.

- **Intrinsic security**
  Incorporating NCR’s unique protected USB architecture, a range of anti-fraud and physical security solutions—NCR SelfServ 22e reduces fraud risk and maintains the integrity of your self-service channel for you and your customers.

For more information, visit www.ncr.com, or email financial@ncr.com.
Key Features
- Fully recessed PCI compliant Encrypting PIN Pad
- Intuitive low-power media entry and exit indicators
- High-capacity cash dispenser
- 15” LCD touchscreen
- Card reader with built-in fraud prevention
- Range of Intel® Cores

Why NCR?
With over 125 years of experience and knowledge, NCR is a leading global provider of payments, assisted- and self-service solutions. NCR has been the global number one manufacturer of ATMs for more than 22 consecutive years. We help our clients around the world improve their customer interactions, implement change quickly and proactively, and transform their businesses to become leaders and change agents. We can help you, too.

Technical Specifications

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
- HEIGHT: 55.6” (1,411mm)
- WIDTH: 17.7” (450mm)
- DEPTH:
  - CEN L safe: 30.8” (783.5mm)
  - UL 291 safe: 30.1” (763.5mm)
- WEIGHT:
  - CEN L safe: 1,147lbs (520kg)
  - UL 291 safe: 970lbs (440kg)

CONSUMER INTERFACE
- Display – Choice of 15” LCD color with 8 FDVs or 15” LCD touchscreen, XGA with autoscaling, optional privacy filter, sunlight readable displays
- Keyboard – Full recessed EPP (PCI compliant), polycarbonate or stainless steel
- Card Reader - Smart Dip, Smart IMCRW, CROPF and/or System Escape, HiCo
- Optional Integrated Media Entry and Exit Indicators (MEEI)
- Audio - Optional high quality public audio and/or sound jack with volume control
- Barcode Reader - 2D Barcode supports both 1D and 2D documents

DISPENSER
- 2 or 4 cassettes, bunch presenter, retract and purge capability

PRINTERS
- Receipt Printer - 80mm 203dpi graphics thermal printer
- Journal Printer - 80mm 203dpi graphics thermal printer

SECURITY
- USB Protection and Parts Validation, Enhanced Card Drive. Options - Fraudulent Device Inhibitor (FDI), Solidcore Suite for APTRA, Camera enabled facility
- Front and rear access safes – Business Hours, UL 291, CEN L, CEN 1

COMMUNICATION OPTIONS
- Dial-up, TCP/IP, Leased line, Wireless communications-enabled, Integrated Ethernet

ENVIRONMENTAL
- Temperature - 50°F to 104°F (10°C to 40°C)
- Humidity - 20% to 80%
- Acoustics - Sound power 65db(A) idle, 68db(A) operating

SOFTWARE
- Windows® XP Pro
- XFS 5.01.00 or later
- NCR APTRA software suite